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AI Intelligent Image Recognition
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Integration of Intel® 13th Processor and NVIDIA T1000 and A2000 Graphic Cards

https://www.winmate.com/


Background

Explore the cutting-edge capabilities of Winmate L156AD-4KM1, a rugged laptop designed for smart factories. With features 

like a 15.6” 4K panel, optional Nvidia Graphics Card, dual battery, and IP65 protection, witness heightened efficiency and 

safety in industrial settings. Seamlessly integrating into AI systems, this powerhouse accelerates real-time data analysis and 

predictive maintenance, significantly reducing traditional manual inspection efforts. A leading manufacturing facility embraced 

the L156AD-4KM1, reducing workload by over 50%, ensuring more consistent manufacturing quality, and elevating 

operational efficiency. Uncover how this rugged laptop is transforming smart factories, enhancing productivity through 

innovative technology.
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Core Product

• L156AD-4KM1 - 15.6-inch Rugged Laptop with Intel® Alder Lake Processor

Main Challenges

Integrating Winmate's L156AD-4KM1 into our AI-driven smart factory posed multifaceted challenges. The complexity of 

linking the rugged tablet to diverse components within the image recognition system demanded meticulous integration 

efforts. Optimizing algorithms for the 13th Gen Intel® Processor and Nvidia Graphics Cards was crucial to efficiently handle 

intricate image recognition tasks. Workforce adaptation proved challenging, necessitating comprehensive training to harness 

the tablet's advanced features for real-time data analysis and AI-driven functions. 

https://www.rosch-computer.de/produkt/mobile-ipc-und-industrie-tablets/rugged-laptops/winmate/MPC-L156AD-4KM1
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Featuring a 15.6” 4K Panel with PCAP touch, the Winmate L156AD-4KM1 offers a high-resolution display for precise 

interaction. The optional discrete Nvidia Graphics Card ensures enhanced graphics capabilities. With a dual battery and hot-

swappable design, it supports uninterrupted operations throughout the day. Anti-glare technology guarantees optimal 

sunlight readability, and the magnesium alloy enclosure with double injection provides robust drop protection. Additionally, 

being IP65 waterproof and dustproof, the L156AD-4KM1 seamlessly integrated into the smart factory's AI infrastructure. The 

combination of a high-resolution display and powerful graphics card accelerated real-time data analysis and predictive 

maintenance, showcasing the tablet's adaptability and advanced features. In the smart factory AI environment, Winmate's 

L156AD-4KM1 contributes to increased efficiency, enhanced safety, and improved overall productivity.

Why Winmate

The dynamic factory environment, marked by temperature variations and potential exposure to elements, posed hurdles in 

maintaining consistent tablet performance. Robust cybersecurity measures were imperative to ensure the security of 

sensitive data processed by the AI system on the L156AD-4KM1. Customizing the laptop to align with industry-specific 

requirements demanded collaborative efforts to tailor functionalities seamlessly to the smart factory's operational needs.
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Application Diagram



Related Product
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Winmate L156AD-4KM1

• 15.6inch Rugged Laptop with Intel® Alder Lake Processor

• 12th generation Intel® Processor Family – Alder Lake Processor

• 15.6” 4K Panel resolution with PCAP touch

• Optional discrete Nvidia Graphic card

• Dual battery with hot-swappable design for whole-day-work

• Anti-glare technology for sunlight readability

• Magnesium alloy enclosure with double injection for drop protection

• IP65 waterproof and dustproof

• Optional GPU Graphic Cards

https://www.rosch-computer.de/produkt/mobile-ipc-und-industrie-tablets/rugged-laptops/winmate/MPC-L156AD-4KM1
https://www.rosch-computer.de/produkt/mobile-ipc-und-industrie-tablets/rugged-laptops/winmate/MPC-L156AD-4KM1
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